l. Introduction. One of the most important applications of feedback is to achieve servoaction, that is, to obtain a closed-loop system that tracks a given class of reference signals and rejects a given class of extemal disturbances with zero asymptotic error. This problem has been well understood for many years provided that the plant is linear and time-invariant and the pf ant uncertainty is sufficiently small (see wonham t30, p. 2031 and Vidyasag ar l2l , p. 294)fot finite-dimensional systems and Francis [4] , Callier and Desoer [2 ] , and Curtain [3 ] for infinite-dimensional systems). The basic design principle in the theory of linear servomechanisms, which is also referred to as the internal model printiple, says (roughly speaking) that a controller that achieves robust servoaction necessarily contains a duplicate of the dynamics of the reference and disturbance signals.
lf the plant uncertainty is large, which is the case if only certain structural information on the plant is available to the designer, it is desirable to construct a universal adaptive servomechanism, that is, a fixed nonlinear controller that achieves servoaction for a whole prescribed class of linear time-invariant systems and all possible initial conditions without explicit identiflcation of the system parameters. Although the problem of universal adaptive stabilization of finite and infinite-dimensional systems has received considerable attention in recent years (cf. e.g., Märtensson t l7l, t l8I, Logemann and owens I l4], Logemann and Märtensson I I 3l, and the references therein), there are only few papers on universal adaptive servomechanisms, which in addition deal exclusively with finite-dimensional systems. Märtensson I l9] pointed out that adaptive tracking ofconstant rel-erence signals can be easily achieved for a given class of multivariable systems if a universal adaptive stabilizer is known and the class is invariant under precompensation by an integrator. Helmke, Prätzel-Wolters, and Schmicl [8] proved a similar result for single-input single-output systems allowing for a more general class of reference signals including ramps, linear combinations of sinusoidal signals, etc. If the plant is known to lie in a given finite set of (multivariable) systems, if the reference and disturbance signals belong to the solution space of agiven linearautonomous differential equation, and if an tr--bound on the disturbances is known, Miller and Davison [2l ] constructed a switching controller that solves the servoproblem for any plant in this finite set. In [20] Miller and Davi-11-('C"^") :-H21't;"13 BV(la,ö],lF-"^") ::
,\/(1t,*,lFr""") :-AN ADAPTIVESERVOMECHANISM 9I9 algebra of bounded holomorphic functions defined on fC1 with values in 'C"^".
the usual Hardy-Lebesgue space of order 2 of holomorphic functions defined on ifj+ with values in C".
vector space of IF,"^"'-valued functions of bounded variation defined on [o, ö] .
vector space of bounded Borel measures on IF.1 with values in lllt'" ".
Let / be a function defined on 10.a), where0 ( o ( 6s. Then forall r e l0.n), t+ r\t,r.-l.ftt1. o<1< r. r/,7./,\,,._lO, t>r.
,C denotes the Laplace transform.
The superscript "^" is used to denote Laplace transformed or Laplace-Stieltjes transformed functions.
2. Preliminaries and system description. We shall assume that extemally our plant is described by a transfer-function matrix G of size n1, x rrl which is meromorphic oniC+ and SAtiSfieS ,1 lr IG'(s) :sD-l *H(s). \L'" \ where D e ß''n''n, det(D) l0 and ä € 11-(,C"'""').
Of course (2. l) is equivalent to (2.2) i.e., G is the feedback interconnection ofthe integrator (lls)D and the transfer-function matrix 11. In order to characterize condition (2.l) in terms of the zeros and the high-frequency behavior of G, we have to make precise what we mean by a zero of a meromorphic transferfunction matrix. DEFTNITION 2.1 . Suppose that R is a matrix of size m, x rn. v,hose entries are meromorphir:
Junr:tions defined on a region {l C ii. Let (U,V) be a holomorphic right-c,oprime factorization of R over Q, i.e., u ond v are holomorphit' matrices of size m, x m defined on {l such that det(V(s)) 10,Ä(.s) :U(s)V-t(s),andthereexistholomorphicmatric.esX andy of size rn x rrL deJine d on {l sari sJyi ng x (s)tr(s) + Y (.s) v(s) = 1,, i The zeros of R(s) are defined to be the zeros of det(U(s)). PRoposlrtoN 2.2. Let G(s) he a meromorphic transfer-funL'tion matrix of size rn x m defined on a region o I -*. Then G | 1.s) uclmits a det'omposition of the for-m (2.1) if and only i.f (i) .sG(s) -D : O(tls) as l.sl -oq in 'C+, r Since the ring of holomorphic functions defined on a region has the property that finitely generated ideals are principal (seeRudinl23,p.328l)andsincethefieldof meromorphicfunctionsdelinedonaregionisthequotient field ofthe ring ofholomorphic functions defined on that region (see Rudin t23,p. 3271), it follows from Vidyasagar, Schneider, and Francis J28l that such a läctorization cxists and is unique up to multiplication from the right by unimodular holomorphic matrices. c(,) -(r*1""t,1) '!r, ana (ii) G(s) has no zeros inC1. ProoJ'. See Logemann and Zwart [5] . n Note that condition (i) in Proposition 2.2 is a generalization of the relative-degree one condition for linite-dimensional single-input single-output systems.
Remark 2.3. The transfer-function matrix G of a stabilizable and detectable finitedimensional system i : Ar 1 tsu,'!l : Cr satisfies (2.1) if and only if the system is minimum-phase, i.e., 4.,('/;/ -? )-o rbrarrse lp.
and has invertible high-frequency gain, i.e., det(Cl3) f 0. Moreover the matrix D in (2.l) is given by CB.
In the following we shall assign an operator'Jl '. L2(ß',+,'C"') * ,2(lRl+,'C'") to the transfer-function matrix l1 by defining 11 :-L-' M u L, where ,C denotes the Laplace transform an<l .A4g denotes the multiplication by l/ on the Hardy space H2(,i:"').The operator l/ is linear, bounded, and shift-invariant (in the sense ofVidyasagar126l). As aconsequence ?l is causal (see [26] ) and therefore has a unique causal extension to 1-12(11"]+,'rj"'). This extension will also be denoted by 71. The converse is also true, i.e., given a linear, bounded, shilt-invariant operator'11 : L2(w'*.'ii"') * tr2([rt*,'C"'), there exists 11 € F1-('C'"*"') such that 11 : L-tMnL (see Harris and Valenca [7] , Logemann tl2l, and Weiss [29] ). Finally we mention that LLz(L+, IF "') is an ?l-invariant subspace of LL2(W'*,,i"')l if and only if 11(.s) : f7(r; for all .s € '11. In control applications the lattercondition will always be satisfied and it is assumed to hold in the following. The function G satisfying (2. l ) can be thought of as being the transfer-function matrix of (2.3) 'y : DQt -(11a * rrr)). y(0) -tyg € lll"r, whererr € LLt(ß',+,F"')and rl e Ir(i*,Il-"')takesaccountof non-zeroinitialconditions in the system with transfer-function matrix 11. The initial value problem (2.3) is a special case of the following initial value problem, which will play an important role in this paper. Consider \2.4) :i:(r) -(s.r)(t)+/(t,r(t)) +g(t), I ) o, ir, r,, ,,t -.r:1y e C([0. ri],1f-"), r.r ) 0.
where the following hold. (i) S : LL2E *. iF-") -LLz([:',+,1F."). we assume that s(0) -0 and that there exists n > 0suchthatllrl(Sr: -Sl)ll < rrllzrl(r-.r')ll lbrall:r,r'€ LL2(V'+,lF-") andforall I > 0, i.e., S is unbiased, causal, and of finite incremental gain.
(ii) / : F* x lF." -IF-" is afunction. We assume that l(i,r) is continuous in I and locally Lipschitz continuous in ;r, uniformly in t on bounded intervals.
(iii) q is in LL' (llr +,.i ").
Of course, if ri -0 in (2.4), then C (10, ri] ,lF") : lF ". In order to define what we mean by a solution of the initial value problem (2.4) on [0,p)(o < 0 < oo), we have to give a meaning to Sr if .r € C(10, IJ),IF ") (remember that S operates on functions whose domain of definition is,f 1). We set (Sr)(i) : (5'r".r)(l) for0 ( t 1r < 13. Since 5'is causal, this definition does not depend on the choice of r. (2.3) has a unique solution for all 'ur € ,2 (llt+, 1,r "'), u, e ,rl (lF:+, [r."'), and go € ]Fl"' .
3. Adaptive stabilization. The aim of this section is to construct a universal adaptive control law that stabilizes any system ofthe form (2.3), i.e., the control law does not depend on D and 11, and the closed-loop system satisfies liml ,-y(.t) : 0 for all 370 € T."' and u, € 12(lF-+, Fl"').
In the following, we need a result from linear algebra which has been proved by Märtensson tl7l, [81. For nr ) I we call asetu C GL(nr,D,) unmixing, if for any A e GL(nr,. ii ) there is a [/ e Z/ such that spec(AU) c '--. PnoposlrloN 3.1 ([l 7] , |81). For allnr ] l, there e,tist unmixing sets rf finite cardinality. Unfortunately the cardinality of the unmixing sets constructed in [7] , tlSl is far too large than would be convenient for applications. Hardly anything is known on the minimum cardinality of unmixing sets. However, for rrr, : l the set { 1, -l } is obviously unmixing, while for nt, : 2 there exists an unmixing set of cardinality 6 (see il71, tl8l). It has been shown by Zhu [31] that GI(3, lF:) can be unmixed by a set having cardinality 32.
Inthefollowing, let{1{' ,....Krv}beanunmixingsetfbrGL(rn,}-). Since(2.3)can be stabilized by high-gain f'eedback of the form u(t) : Ar7(t), provided that spec(D) c 'J and Ä is a sufficiently large positive number, it seems reasonable to consider the following adaptive control law: where the sequence (l);.r,,, is defined as
Note that the gain ,k(t) is monotonically increasing and thus the function o ensures that Ko(A.(r) ) will hit some stabilizing gain matrix K; if A(t) diverges. The growth condition (3.3) captures the intuitive idea that the length of the intervals [r;,r;1r) should increase rapidly, in orcler to enable the closed-loop system to settle down. Although the closed-loop system given by (2.3) and (3.1) is of the form (2.4), we cannot apply Theorem 2.5 straight away in order to establish well posedness of the closed loop, since the map lF, ' {Kr ,..., K,v}, h + Ko(^,) is not continuous. Howevel Theorem 2.5 can be used to prove the following. LEMMA 3.2. For eat'h pair oJ initial conditions (y9,Äo) € IF"' x F,andfor eat.hu € /,2(Fl+. U',""), the t'losetl-loop system given by (2.3) anct (3.1) has a unique obsolutell, t'ontinuous soltrtion ('y,k) that c'an be e,\tended to the right as long as it remains bounded.
Proof. SeeAppendix. Now we are in the position to prove the main result of this section. It says that the control law (3. I ) stabilizes any system of the form (2.3), or in other words (3. I ) is a universal adaptive control law for this class.
THEOREM3.3. Thesolution('g,k)ofthec'losed-loopsystemg,ivenby (23) 
Then we have
for all Ae € il..rr ) 0,i e {1,...,,^/}. ProoJ'of Theorem 3.3. By assumption there exists I € {1,...,N} such that spec(DKi) c ii-. Hence there is a positive definite matrix e : eT e GL(tn,,lF-) satisfying (3.6) I{T DrQ i eDKo: -t.
Furthermore, choose cr > 0 such that (3.7) Kfo'Q'rQDK1 !at rbrailj€{1,...,r\/}. By Lemma 3.2, the closed-loop system given by (2.3) and (3.1) has a unique solution (y, k). Let f0, t-) denote irs maximal inrerval of exisrence. Setring ll"llo ;: ((r, er))t 12 for r € II,,-and using (2.3), (3.4) , (3.6) , and (3.7) we obtain d-*11 u {t )llä : ! (tf' atl (t) + y (ür eü ft)
Using Höld-er's inequality and the causality and boundedness of tl, it is easy to show that for all f € LL2(W',+,'ij"") and I ) 0, Itt -I rt (3.e) | | I(r)t eD(Hf t(r)rtrl < llellllDllllftll | 11y1,1112a,.
lJo I Jo lntegrating (3.8) from 0 to l, t < l*, changing variables, and applying (3.9) yields lls(r)llä -llvnlf < fou,,,(') ,,r;'{r)rl:r*41 1,,'llrtill'u,
where Ä1 and )2 are suitable positive constants depending on71, D, and Q. In order to show global existence of the solution (y, k) on IF-* it is (by Lemma 3.2) sufficient to show that (y, k) is bounded on [0, l.). In order to prove rhat k(t) is bounded on l0.t-), assume the contrary. lt then fbllows from Lemma 3.4 that the limes inferior of the right-hand side of (3.l0) is -oo, contradicting the fact that the left-hand side of (3.l0) is bounded from below UV -llyollä Hence Ä(t) is bounded on [0,1.) and from (3.1) and (3.10) we obtain that y € L2(0.t-;llt"') n r-(0, l*;)F:"'). In particular we have l* : m, which implies (i) and (ii). In order to prove (iii), notice that by (2.3), (i), and (ii) g € L2(P',+:W"'). As a consequence (iii) holds true. (ii) Let u € LLz(ß,+, lFi''),ur € .L2(lFt+,IFt"') and suppose that y satisfies (2.3). If Q € IF "' " "' is positive definite, then the inequality holds for all I > 0, where p is a suitable positive constant depending on'11,D,Q, and w. Inequality (3.1 l) has been derived implicitly in the proof of Theorem 3.3 and may be of some independent interest. Remark 3.6. The controller (3.l ) was introduced by Byrnes and Willems I I ] in a finitedimensional state-space set-up. The main result in [] says that any finite-dimensional statespace system with rri inputs and rn outputs can be stabilized by the control law (3. I ), provided it is minimum-phase and has invertible high-frequency gain. However, the proof is not convincing, since the inequality (3.4) where o and K1 , . . . , 1{.,v are defined as in {3 (cf. Fig. 2 ). Using the fact that the first equation 0l (4.2) can he written as ri(.*) Ä/1.')1r'1s1 ' 11 r1.-1,/t')).
setting d17 (t) :-L r1,nf rri;1i; andHw ..: L tMnn,L,I weobtain the following timedomain description of the closed-loop system given by (2.3) and (4.2):
t ,t, U"tnr., the unique causal extension ol'll1; ro LL)(lF:,.1L"') will be denoted by the same symbol ?117. where as in $2 the term ?r^r takes account of non-zero initial conditions (cf. also $5).
We are now in the position to prove the main result of this paper, which shows that the controller (4.2) solves the servoproblem for all systems of the form (2.3).
TueoReu 4.1 . The solution (y, k) of the r:losed-loop system (4.3) e"rists on W'4 and has t he fu I lou' i tr g propc rt i es'.
(i) liml*-k(t) e.rists and is rtnire, (11) a r e L2(ß'+,11,t"')n-L-(ilt1,JF,-), .\/-r1s)tl21s1 : ('19, 449)t . uz1.'"t.
-\ q(r) ttl,) / Combining G.$-g.61shows thar dx1 e H21-"') and hence dy € ,2(lFt+,lFt"'). Irremains to show thatHyr'+ D-ti € L20V +,lFt"'). This will be done in two steps.
Step l. Suppose that r (0) 5. Applications to retarded systems and integrodifferential convolution systems. In this section we show how retarded and integrodifferential convolution systems fit into the input-output set-up developed in $$3 and 4. We solve the adaptive servoproblem for these classes of systems under the assumption that the plant is minimum-phase and has invertible high-frequency gain. Moreover, it turns out that the internal variables of the plant and the precompensator remain bounded, provided that the reference signal is bounded. wherer'€S,,,d€5,1 t1,2(lll+,1!"') andl{r ,...,1{71-ando:lP.-{1....,1ü}aredefined as in ti3.
The following result shows that the universal adaptive controller presented in $4 achieves asymptotic tracking and disturbance rejection for the class of retarded systems satisfying (5.2) and (5.3).
THEoREM 5.2. IJ (5.2) and (5.3) are satislied, then for any r0 € C([*h,0],F-"),{s € .:;r.Au € 11.,r' € Sn, and d e So 1 l2(lFt*, ß,"'), the tlosed-loop system given ht 6.1') and ( 5.4 ) -( 5.6) hu.s r he .fi t I h tu' i n g pn tpt r t i c.s'.
(i) limr--k(l) erisr.r ctnd is finite; (ri) y r € [,2(',i+,] ["') n -L-(lF-*,Lu-"'); (iii) limr--fu(t) -r(t)) :0; (iv) (.r:,4)" e l,-1ll *,,1 "n') provided t' is bounded.
ProoJ. First of all it tbllows fiom (5.2) and (5.3) that
where ll a tln f iJ"''"') (see Logemann and Märtensson t l3l), i.e., G-1 1") admits a decomposition of the form (2.l ). We proceed in fbur steps.
Step l. Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that .i.,, -ll;*1., ,k.l:s. * 8",,(rr f r/11).
(5.9) 11 -(i,,.:t:",. Moreover, since q(s) is Hurwitz, it fbllows from the stabilizability and detectability of (5.4) that (5.1r.) art( 'l a'' -?nt)+o rorausc lr.
:a"t(1-r,.r ?)0., (.t Ln, ,r^,) .
we obtain fiom (-5.3) and (-5.1 I ) (5. 12) 0., ( ä1_ Ä"' (') -ä'' ) * r ror au s € c1,
i.e., the series connection of (5.4) followed by (5.1) is minimum-phase.
Step 2. It fbllows from (-5.10) that IFl"+l : ker(/".() im ,B.,.. Hence there exists a non-singular real transformation P 5 p.(ro+l)r(n+l) such that P-t8,,: f t^u ) c., P \r,,, o,1.
\u / It is useful to partition the matrix P-t A",.(.)P as follows: P ,A., (,P ( jlll.] lll:l.l ) where Ä1r(.),Arz(.), Azt(.), and A22(') are matrices with enrries in BV([0.h],lF) of size rn x mirn x (n * I -nr), (n + I -m) x rnand (n -t I -nt) x (ri * I -nt),respectively. Setting q.,.(t) -P-r:c""(t), it follows from (5.9) that T",, : tl(P-t A",,P) * 4". * P-t 8",.(u t clxl), (5.13) ,q: C".Pr1"", r/,,, I l-r,.ol -P-I ,r"" I l-r,,ol .
Since r7"., can be written as ?se -(A, rt)'I',it is clear that (5.13) can be decomposed as (5.14) ,y: CBur, (5.f5) n:dAzz*11 ldA21 *rt2' t : -(CB)'(dA,r* q t dA11 * ?r2), Step 3. We claim that the retarded system (5. l5) is exponentially stable, which is equivalenttosayingthatdet(sI-,4zzGD l0foralls € C+,whereÄ22(s) -.ffexp(-.sr)clA22(r) (cf. Hale [6, p. 165] ). It follows from the properties of P that
Definine ',(") ,: ( ä Z -'"'*i, (')) ) , rz(s): (i _(c,J?,t,,(, I ) we obtain
Hence det(.s/ -Ar2(t)) I 0 for atl .s e e1 by the minimum-phase properry (5.l2).
Step 4. As a consequence of the exponential stability of the retarded system (5.15), the linear mapping K defined by (5.l9) is bounded from 12 (ll-*, 1f,"') into itself and the function tir is in ,2 (Fl+ , lF."'). Moreover, it is clear that the operator K is shift-invariant. The system given by (5.14)-(5.17) can be wrirten as (5.21) 'a: CB(u -Ky u). e(0) -Cre(O).
whereru::'tit-dx1 e L2qIP+,11 "').LetKbetheuniqueelementtnllnl,i),,'x,') suchthat K : L t M n L. It is easy to see that 1{ is of the form required for the application of Theorem 4.1, i.e., K(s) : " (41 r) tcar-' -P!')p1.*1.
\ q(st / q(") where 11(s) is given by (5.7) . staremenrs (i)-(iii) follow now from Theorem 4.1. Finally, suppose that r is bounded. By statement (ii) this implies that g is bounded, and hence using the exponential stability of (5.l5), we see that 4 is bounded. As a consequ€rce lse -(q,a)T is bounded, which in turn implies the boundedness of r."" : (r, {)7. n 5.2. Integrodifferential convolution systems. Another interesting class of systems covered by Theorem 4. l is the class of integrodifferential convolution systems. Consider the system i: A*r * Bu. Conclusions. In this paper we have presented an input-output approach to the adaptive servoproblem for multivariable infinite-dimensional minimum-phase systems with invertible high-frequency gains. In particular, we have shown the following:
o The switching algorithm, introduced by Byrnes and Willems [1] in a finite-dimensional state-space set-up, stabilizes any infinite-dimensional plant belonging to the class of systems given by (2. I ).
o The series interconnection of the Bynres-Willems controller with a suitable precompensator solves the adaptive servoproblem for the class of systems satisfying (2. I ).
o The input-output results obtained in $$3 and 4 apply to retarded systems and integrodifferential convolution systems. The adaptive control laws presented in ti$3 and 4 give positive answers to feasibility and existence questions. They do not provide satisfying adaptive controllers from an engineer's point of view. However, the following comments show that the results of this paper might also be of some practical importance.
o It seems plausible that the technique in $4 (or variations thereof) can be used in order to obtain adaptive servomechanisms from various adaptive stabilization algorithms available in the literature.
o If the conjecture formulated in ti3 tums out to be true, the high-gain switching algorithm can be used in order to identify a stabilizing linear controller or a linear servocompensator for the class of infinite-dimensional systems under consideration by a single simulation. hasauniqueabsolutelycontinuoussolution (g,k)on [0,?+e) forsomee > 0. Finallylet 6 e (0, e) be such that Eg + 6) < min{4 lri > Lr}. Then (g, k) is a solution of (7.1) on [0, ? + ö) extending the solution (!, [).
ü
